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Editorial 

1. In February this year the Council of Mi
nisters of the EEC approved the regulations 
for the setting up of the Institute of Vocational 
Training (see Documentation section in this 
issue). 

This new Institute will provide a focal point 
for the Community's interests in this impor
tant subject. The headquarters of the organ
ization will be in West Berlin and further details 
will be published in the Bulletin as they be
come available. 

2. The use of technological systems and 
equipment as an aid to instruction and lear
ning is of growing importance and various 
aspects of the subject will be covered in the 
Bulletin from time to time. This issue con
tains the first two chapters of a two-part article 
on the use of computers as a means of infor
mation storage and retrieval in the learning 
situation and the Commission would welcome. 
original short reviews on similar methodology 
in the member countries. 

3. Readers should note that the next publi
cation of the Bulletin will combine issues 2 
and 3 within one cover. The final publication 
of the year will be issue 4. Separate editions 
in each of the official languages of the Com
munity will be available and a subscription 
order form for new readers is enclosed. 



Computer-based 
learning in school systems 

~----- -----------·---- .. ··-·-· 

M. W. Dowsey 1 

The pace of scientific knowledge is increasing rapidly 
and it is against a background of technological revol
ution that a reassessment of instructional and learning 
procedures is now going on. The use of the computer 
as a base for the storage of information offers new methods 
of organizing education and training. Where ancillary 
equipment, such as video-tape, tele-typewriters, telephone 
links, etc., is available this has provide a means of com
munication on a worldwide basis and offer instantaneous 
retrieval of information wherever and whenever it is wanted. 

This article outlines methods and application of computer 
programmes to the learning situation in a number of 
establishments in Europe and the United States of America. 

1 - Introduction 

The effects of the population explosion together with 
the tremendous growth of science and technology in 
recent years have presented increasing chal1enges to 
educators in schools, universities and industry. In 
addition, sociological changes including higher educa
tional requirements for all students and increased empha
sis on personality development have added to the res
ponsibilities of teachers. To keep pace with these 
developments, new ways have been sought to help 
teachers absorb these new responsibilities whilst con
tinuing to maintain high standards of academic achie
vement. These efforts have inspired the development 
and use of many new instructional techniques. Among 
these are audio /visual aids, instructional films, educational 
television, programmed instruction (PI) and, most 
recently, computer-based learning (CBL). 
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Dr ~· yv. Dowsey has. for the ~ast four years been doing 
applicatiOns rest!arch Ill education at IBM UK Scientific 
Centre, Peter lee, UK. 

Instruction, however, is but one of three areas generally 
associated with the use of computers in education. 
The other two are administrative and research appli
cations. Tracing the historical development of computers 
one notes that the administrative application was once 
handled by a particular line of computers generally 
associated with commercial data processing. On the 
other hand, the research application was handled by 
a lineage of computers usually associated with scientific 
applications. The instructional application as reflected 
by activities in the early and mid-1960's in the USA was 
handled by a third line of computers examplified by 
the IBM 1500 Instructional System. Although this 
route of separate systems for separate applications 
appeared to be advisable in the early application of 
computers to education, recent findings suggest that 
having these applications running on a single system 
appears to be a more cost-justified path to follow and, 
perhaps, one facilitating the introduction of instructional 
applications. 

In the administrative area, the computer is highly engaged 
in manipulating files of information, some of which 
are of current interest in the other areas but will be 
more so in the future. To exemplify this file structure, 
facilities management involves such activities as class
room scheduling, materials of instruction management 
and audio-visual hardware scheduling. In the financial 
area, file manipulation involves data dealing with payroll, 
budgeting, etc. As for the staffing area, the computer 
plays a role in managing of requirements, personnel 
data and employee benefits. In student administration 
there is classroom scheduling and attendance recording: 
In summary, all these applications, to a high degree, 
involve the computer in data management but little 
use is made of the arithmetic capability of the system. 

This is in contrast to many of the applications in the 
research area. Research programs use the arithmetic 
capabilities of computers to a far greater extent than 
they do the file handling capabilities. Such an example 
is the sensor-based application such as the monitoring 
of laboratory experiments, or in teaching hospitals 
the monitoring, by computer, of cardiac patients. In 
simulation, the arithematic capabilities are used in the 
manipulation of mathematical models. In the area of 
data reduction and statistical analysis, a high degree 
of formula manipulation is involved. The latter two 
applications may, indeed, access data files created in 
the administrative area. 

This in part, gives some justification for having admini
strative and research applications resident on the same 
computer. But of more importance is the fact that 
often these two do not fully consume the computer 
power available, thus permitting the introduction of 
instructional applications on the same system. 



The instructional application utilizes both file mani
pulation and the arithmetic capabilities of the system. 
Past experience has shown that committing a computer 
totally to instructional applications very often results 
in a cost per student hour in excess of what can be 
justified in public education. Hence, instructional appli
cations are currently being introduced on systems handling 
both administration and research. 

There are several broad types of computer-based learning. 

1. The computer as tutor, commonly called Tutorial 
Mode 

- teaching a range of skills, concepts, facts, using 
different teaching strategies 

2. The computer as exerciser, commonly called Drill 
and Practice 

- providing regular practice in skills, concepts, 
facts, using different strategies. 

3. The computer as tester, commonly called Test and 
Assessment 

- student assessment of various types 

- on-line or off-line 

- evaluation of the teaching/learning system. 

4. The computer as manager, commonly called Com
puter-Managed Instruction 

- management of classroom learning 

- diagnosis and prescription of self-study assign-
ments 

- student and curricular records 

5. The computer as calculator, commonly called 
Problem Solving 

- data reduction using student-generated, teacher
generated or library programs. 

6. The computer as a laboratory, commonly called 
Simulation and Gaming 

- simulation of experiments 

- modelling 

-gaming 

7. The computer as counsellor, commonly called 
Career Guidance 

- training in decision making 

- career and educational guidance 

- retrieval of vocational and educational infor-
mation 

8. The computer as producer 

- the generation of learning materials in various 
media (print, film, etc.) for use without computers. 

The distinction between these categories is not particularly 
clear-cut, but Chapter 2 discusses several in detail, 
pointing out the educational benefits and giving current 
examples. 

During the last decade, many outstanding research 
and demonstration projects in computer-based learning 
have been carried out. These include the Stanford 
arithmetic and initial . reading projects (Suppes and 
Morningstar, 1969); the foreign language teaching 
project at the State University of New York, Stony 
Brook (Adams et al, 1968); the multi-media physics 
projects at Florida State University USA (Hansen, 
1970) and the University of Louvain Belgium (Jones, 
1972); the qualitative chemistry laboratory at the Uni
versity of Texas at Austin USA (Hollen et al, 1969); 
the applied maths project at Cambridge University, 
UK (Daniels, 1971); the medical diagnosis project at 
the University of Illinois Medical School, USA (Harless 
et al, 1973); the Individually Prescribed Instruction 
(IPI) project at Pittsburgh, USA (Cooley and Glaser, 
1969); and the projects in the school districts of New 
York City (Jamison et al, 1970), Philadelphia (Charp 
and Wye, 1969) and Waterford Township, USA (Arnold, 
1970). 

Several of these projects have been funded by the US 
Office of Education. In the period 1965-1971, support for 
instructional activities totalled $107 million (Grayson, 1971 ). 
However, although the yearly support per project has 
kept increasing, the number of projects supported each 
year has decreased, as has the total yearly support. 
It appears, then, that despite the success of the projects 
listed above, computer-based learning has not proved 
conclusively its effectiveness, and in particular, its cost 
effectiveness. This leaves two important questions to 
answer. Firstly, what has gone wrong to prevent 
computers being widely used in the instructional process? 
Secondly, what needs to be done to tap more fully the 
potential of computer-based learning? 

Chapter 3 discusses these questions with particular 
emphasis on the areas of pilot installations, teacher
training and reaction, preparation of curriculum material, 
hardware and software, and cost. Recommendations 
for the more effective use of computer-based learning 
in school systems are made in Chapter 4 (Issue No 6/7). 
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II - Current uses of the computer 
in school systems 

DRILL & PRACTICE/TUTORIAL 

Definition 

These constitute what is traditionally thought of as 
computer-assisted instruction (CAl). Students interact 
on an individual basis with the computer in order to 
accomplish their learning objectives. These courses 
may also make use of various on-line materials which 
the student may use during his interaction with the 
computer or in assignments to be performed off-line. 

Drill and practice involves students using various facts 
and skills until a certain degree of proficiency is reached. 
These basic skills will normally have been taught in the 
classroom. 

Photo : Newcombe and Johnson 

Tutorial instruction is where the computer is presenting 
new material to the student. The degree of freedom 
the student has depends upon the course author. In a 
' Socratic ' tutorial he may be allowed to ask questions 
and offer answers at any stage whereas in a ' learner
controlled' tutorial he may branch and skip around 
the course at will. 

These two approaches typify the concepts of individualised 
instruction. 

Benefits 

1. Quality of Instruction 

1.1. Individualised Instruction 

The computer allows the student to perform according 
to his individual characteristics; ~ft allows him to begin 
at his own entry level rather than with a class when he 
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may be far ahead or far behind the average. The 
system can take advantage of the student's individual 
learning styles and capabilities and present him infor
mation using techniques he is most likely to accept and 
respond to. It permits the student to proceed at his 
own rate and not to be forced to go faster than he is 
able to or slower than will maintain his interest. Finally, 
the computer can take advantage of the student's special 
interests and branch him to examples or course areas 
of particular interest to him. 

1.2. Immediate Reinforcement 

As the student responds, he is notified immediately 
of the correctness of his answer. This assures him 
he is on good grounds to proceed if his answers were 
correct, or it corrects him immediately so that he does 
not proceed with misconceptions. 

1.3. Remediation/Enrichment 

If a student is in need of remediation, the system can 
branch him to remedial materials. Conversely, if the 
student is beyond the normal level being taught, he 
can be branched to enrichment materials. 

1.4. Complex Branching 

The computer is very flexible in handling student respon
ses and can use complex branching in a way not visible 
to the student. 

1.5. Timed Responses 

The computer can time the individual's response. This 
can be used to determine whether he is moving ahead 
according to his capabilities, whether he has mastered 
a given skiii, and to motivate him in a race against the 
clock. 

1.6. Accuracy and Consistancy 

Course materials can be prepared by the most capable 
and knowledgeable teachers. The course will never 
deteriorate, but will improve to the extent the authors 
continue to improve it. The computer can call the 
student by name and make references to other known 
information about the individual student. Also, it is 
patient, consistent and always ready. 

1.7. Student Motivation and Confidence 

The student's interest is maintained by the continuing 
interaction and his general motivation is enhanced by 
the fact that the study material matches his interests 
and capabilities. He is never confronted with prolonged 
failure. Consistent errors cause him to be directed 
to the teacher. 



2. Teacher Assistance 

2.1. Ease of modification 

Course materials are easily modified, unlike textbooks or 
workbooks. A tested course may be presented to 
thousands of students yet still used to the needs of each 
school or class. 

2.2. Free teacher time 

Since students spend time at a terminal, teachers can 
be made freer to emphasise a more personal role with 
students. Teachers have more time to do what they 
are best at and find greater job satisfaction. 

3. Scheduling and Convenience 

Since students can be scheduled whenever a terminal 
is available and when convenient to his own schedule, 
classes can be broken into smaller groups or individuals 
giving more flexible scheduling. 

4. More Course Offerings 

As courses can be developed and made available at 
local authority level or higher, more courses can be 
offered, especially to a single student within a school. 

5. Performance Recording 

Students receive reports on their own performance 
and teachers can get reports by class as well as by in
dividual student. 

Current Users 

1. Stanford University, California, USA 

For over 10 years, the Institute for Mathematical Studies 
in the Social Sciences has developed courses in arithmetic, 
reading, language, arts and logic and algebra for use 
in schools (Suppes and Morningstar, 1969). Thousands 
of students at several locations throughout the USA 
have used these courses. A tutorial Russian course 
for undergraduate university students has also been 
used. 

2. Chicago: Public ·- Schools, USA 

Around 500 terminals are distributed among 32 schools 
for remedial drill and practice in aithmetic, reading and 
language arts. 

3. Leeds University, UK 

The Computer Based Learning Unit has worked for 
over seven years in several areas. Of particular note 
are the adaptive teaching material in junior mathematics 
and the project on teaching English to immigrants 
(Hartley et al, 1972). 

4. Heidelberg Rehabilitation Centre, Federal Republic of 
Germany 

Since 1969, terminals have been used for technical 
training (Augsburger, 1972). Currently, over 100 ter
minals are installed, many connected from other centres 
throughout Germany. 

5. Leiden University, The Netherlands 

Since early 1969, several studies have been carried out 
by the Institute of Pedagogy in the area of individualisa
tion (de Klerk, 1974). Subject areas have included 
Dutch dictionary in lower technical schools, statistics 
and mathematics in high schools and sociology for 
university students. 

6. University of Paris, France 

20 terminals are currently used in the Faculty of Science 
for teaching physics, biology and English linguistics 
(Le Corre and Jacoud, 1971). 

7. Simon Fraser University, Vancouver, Canada 

Several ' service' courses in chemistry, physics and 
statistics are currently availible for first year university 
students (Lower, 1973). 

TEST AND ASSESSMENT 

Definition 

This application can consist of test preparation, test 
administration and test scoring and analysis. In test 
preparation, teachers have the computer tailor a desired 
test from an item bank of test questions. The teacher 
indicates how many of what kinds of questions are 
desired and provides other item selection criteria such 
as degree of difficulty. The computer randomly selects 
from items meeting the criteria to formulate a test for 
the teacher. Tests may then be administered on-line 
or off-line. If administered off-line, the test answers 
can be input later for computer scoring and analysis. 
If the test is administered on-line, the tests results are 
accumulated automatically. The teacher can receive 
reports on individual students, by class, or by test item 
so that he may assess his course or even the questions 
from the item bank. 

Benefits 

1. iTeacher Assistance 

I. I. Reduced Teacher Effort 

The largely clerical effort of a teacher preparing a test 
is greatly reduced since both selection of specific items 
and preparation of test document are done automatically 
by the computer. 
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1.2. Reduced Time in Scoring 

Teachers are freed from the laborious task of scoring 
test papers. 

1.3. Use for Non-test Activities 

Because preparation of tests is easy, test-like documents 
can be prepared for many other purposes as well, including 
homework assignments and class discussion documents. 

1.4. On-line Benefits 

Where students are tested on-line, there is no risk of 
others intro,ducing errors into their responses. Inter
mediate processing steps are also removed and teacher 
clerical work is saved. 

2. Improved Testing Quality 

2.1. Tailored Tests 

Tests may not only be tailored to a group's characteristics, 
but individual tests may be different. Also, test items 
may be scrambled to reduce the possibility of cheating. 

2.2. Accuracy 

Test documents are accurate in that items are selected 
from an existing data bank of items which have been 
purged of both clerical and logical errors. 

2.3. Quality test items 

Test item banks are gradually improved so that the test 
questions themselves are quality test items. Ambiguous 
or inappropriate test items gradually become purged 
from these data bases. 

3. Curriculum Planning 

Testing is the feedback for evaluating the educational 
process. It is the key to planning for improvements 
in education. Curriculum development teams rely 
on test results to identify areas for improvement within 
courses. 

Current Users 

1. Los Angeles Unified School District, USA 

The Classroom Teacher Support System (CTSS) was 
developed jointly by IBM and the School District (Lippey, 
1972). Item banks have been developed in several 
subject areas and CTSS is now in use at over 50 institutions 
in the USA. 

2. Ministry of Education, Vienna, Austria 

Since 1973, FIBEL (IBM, 1974) has been used in 200 
Austrian grammar schools to administer mathematics 
tests to about 5500 pupils (Szirucsek, 1974). During 
1974/5, Latin tests are being developed. 
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COMPUTER MANAGED INSTRUCTION (CMI) 

Definition 

The extension of test and assessment to diagnosis and 
prescription is known as computer-managed instruction 
(CMI). Students are given assignments to do off-line. 
These may involve programmed texts, tapeslide kits, 
video recordings, laboratory experiments, etc. Upon 
completion of these assignments, the students are either 
tested directly by the computer, or their score for the 
assignment is input to the computer. The computer 
then diagnoses each student's situation. Depending 
upon his achievement of the prior assignment, and his 
various learning characteristics, interests, and objectives, 
the system prescribes the next assignment for his. The 
cycle is then repeated. The teacher usually receives a 
daily class progress report on assignments completed 
and in progress. 

Benefits 

1. Quality of Instruction 

1.1. Individualised Instruction 

As with drill and practice/tutorial, the instruction is 
individualised. The student can begin at an appropriate 
entry for himself. Assignments can be based on his 
learning style and special interests. He is permitted 
to progress at his own rate. 

1.2. Remediation/Enrichment 

The student can be branched to assignments for reme
diation or enrichment as required. 

1.3. Measure Objectives Attainment 

CMI requires precise course structuring so that assign
ments lead students towards clearly defined objectives. 
Therefore, CMI induces the establishment of such 
objectives while measuring accurately the student's 
achievement against them. 

1.4. Student Motivation and Confidence 

Students can participate in determining their own study 
programmes as the teacher can always override the 
assignments prescribed. As CMI tracks student capa
bility and progress in much greater detail than normal, 
there is a more consistently sound situation for the 
student. 

2. Teacher Assistance 

2.1. Free teacher time 

Since much of the student's work is done off-line in 
independant study, the teacher is freed from much 



conventional instruction and is enabled to use his time 
as counsellor and tutor to the student as he progresses 
through his assigned course. 

2.2. Reduced Clerical Effort 

The effort to record and track the progress of individual 
students can be eased substantially via CMI. Infor
mation can be fed directly to the student record and 
other information placed there by different applications 
can be used, thus avoiding file duplication. 

3. Scheduling and Convenience 

Since the student's activities are dependent only upon 
his own schedule, there are fewer problems in scheduling 
the desired courses. This may result in a student being 
able to take a course which would otherwise be impossible 
for him to be scheduled into. 

4. More Course Offerings 

It is almost as easy for a teacher to monitor students 
in different courses as it is to monitor students placed 
in the same course. Therefore it is possible for one 
teacher to handle multiple courses in the same time 
frame. Consequently more courses can be offered. 

5. Performance Recording 

The assignment results entered into the system for 
diagnosis are usually stored in the student's record. 
The teacher can ask for reports on individual students 
over all courses or get a class report for each course. 
In addition, reports on how students have performed 
in particular assignments can identify whether these 
need modification or improvement. 

Current Users 

1. University of Pittsburgh, USA 

For over eight years, the Learning Research and De
velopment Centre has been looking at Individually 
Prescribed Instruction (Cooley and Glaser, 1969). 
Particular emphasis has been placed on junior mathe
matics. 

2. University of Louvain, Belgium 

The IMAGO Centre has been working since 1967 on 
a multi-media approach to the teaching of physics, 
financial management and statistics for first and second 
year university students (Jones, 1972). 

3. London Borough of Havering, UK 

Since 1965, The Royal Liberty School has been developing 
a CMI course in biology (Broderick, 1970). Currently 
a generalized CMI system is being generated to run on 
a wide range of machines and terminals. 

SIMULATION AND GAMING 

Definition 

The terms ' simulation' and ' gaming' have often been 
used inter-changeably in education. However, there 
are important differences. Both simulation and gaming 
rely upon an intrinsic model, a scaled down representation 
of some object, process or concept. A model may 
be concrete (e.g. a wind tunnel) or it may be abstract 
(symbolic). The abstract model is usually a mathe
matical model which expresses the relationship between 
the relevant variables in the form of equations. 

A game is a human exercise. It is usually a sequential 
decision-making operation, with each participant playing 
a role. Structured interactions take place between 
the players of roles. A model exists in the form of 
rules for the game and interaction between players must 
proceed according to these rules. Usually, the object 
is to' win', which encourages students to develop effective 
strategies. Gaming is an ancient technique, particularly 
useful for military experiments with ' war games'. 
The model is usually more informal and tentative in a 
game than in a simulation, since human participants 
provide an intrinsic component of the model.} 

Photo : Newcombe and Johnson 
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Simulation refers to a more formal, explicit and scientific 
model, and is defined by computer operations on a model 
of reality comprising many interrelated variables. Si
mulation is a technique for studying the behaviour of 
complex systems by using a computer to manipulate 
the variables and observe the behaviour of the model. 

"!I 
In both gaming and simulation, the student has control 
over certain input parameters to achieve desired results. 
In the process, he gains au appreciation and under
standing of the nature of the system or subject which 
is modelled. 

Benefits 

1. Quality of Instruction 

1.1. Conceptual Understanding 

Through simulation and gaming, the student can gain 
a much greater conceptual understanding of the subject 
being presented. As he inputs data in an attempt to 
manipulate the model, he gains insight into the inter
relationships of various parameters. The effect is to 
comprehend the subject in total as opposed to merely 
its individual parts. Also, he can study many more 
phenomena, through multiple models, than otherwise 
possible. 

1.2. Experience with New Phenomena 

Frequently, the study of a total system and its inter
relationship is almost impossible through traditional 
means of education. The results of simulations are 
experiences which students could talk about but not 
experience otherwise. 

1. 3. Examining Processes 

Particularly through on-line visual presentation, processes 
not otherwise visible can be presented. Thus, the 
simulated presentation of an explosion or some other 
very vast process can be slowed down and studied. 
Similarly, a process showing genetic interrelationships 
of multiple generations of insects would normally take 
too long in real life, but can be accelerated under si
mulation for student examination. 

1.4. On-line Benefits 

Where simulations can be performed on-line, students 
can go through several iterations in one sitting rather 
than await the daily turnaround time to determine the 
results of his inputs. In addition, through graphic 
terminals, he can actually see simulated processes or 
mathematically graphed results from his inputs. 
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2. Expanded Curriculum 

Simulation can be used to provide direct experience to 
support the subject theory when practical experience 
is not available. There are several reasons why this 
practical experience may not be available :-equipment 
unavailable or complex; experimental technique dif
ficult or uncertain; danger; time scale very long or very 
short; direct experimentation not possible; to study 
the effect of non-physical laws; variables difficult or 
impossible to measure accurately; analytic solution not 
possible. With such a substitute for direct experience, 
courses can be greatly enriched. 

3. Direct Resource Savings 

When simulations are of expensive and complex labo
ratory experiments, equipment might be saved. In 
addition, phenomena can be studied which previously 
required field trips which possibly involved travelling 
and living expenses. 

Current Users 

1. Huntington Computer Project, New York, USA 

Formerly at the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn but 
now based at the State University of New York, Stony 
Brook, this project produced a series of simulations in 
biology, chemistry, earth science, physics and social 
studies (Braun, 1971). These were developed for high
school students but are also used for first-year university 
students. 

2. Chelsea College, London, UK 

Project SIMULATE at the Centre for Science Education 
used secondary school teachers who helped produce 
simulations in physics and biology (Dean, 1972). A 
further project is currently extending the subject areas 
into the non-scientific subjects. 

3. University of Bari, Italy 

A different approach is used in the University of Bari 
(Barry et al, 1973). By representing physical phenomena 
by a series of simple mathematical functions, it is hoped 
that the student will gain insight into these phenomena. 

4. Cambridge University, UK 

At the Department of Applied Mathematics and Theo
retical Physics, students used terminals to investigate 
various experiments using a numerical rather than ana
lytical approach (Daniels, 1971). The objective is to 
teach students techniques they are likely to need in 
research and industry. 



PROBLEM SOLVING 

Definition 

Problem solving is the use of computers in the mani
pulation of data to solve problems. Problem solving 
applications are those in which computers are used to 
calculate, analyse and determine solutions. Problem 
solving assumes that the student has received prior 
instruction on the use of the computer and he is now 
using it purely as a tool to further his educational process. 
Prior instruction may involve either being taught how 
to program or simply how to use library programs that 
are provided by the teacher or even the computer centre. 
The intention in problem solving is not particularly to 
train the student in using computers, but rather to use 
computers to train him in other subject areas. 

Problem solving is already a successful application in 
several schools and is growing rapidly. It will probably 
continue to be the early reason that terminals are installed 
for instruction. Particularly, it is not dependent upon 
externally prepared materials of instruction. 

Benefits 

1. Quality of Instruction 

1.1. Greater Skill in subject 

The computational power of the computer will enable 
the student to do many more problems than he could 
do if required to perform hand calculations. This 
increased experience with problems of a particular 
type will improve his familiarity with the subject matter 
and increase his skill in performing these problems. 

1.2. Greater Conceptual Understanding 

The computational power of the computer will also 
permit the student to perform problems of a much more 
sophisticated nature than those he could otherwise 
perform. This enables him to become exposed to 
higher level concepts and thus gain a significantly In

creased understanding of the course content. 

1.3. On-Line benefits 

To the extent that the student is able to perform problems 
on-line, he receives the benefits of on-line editing of his 
problems, followed by immediate testing and on-line 
debugging. These enable him to perform even more 
problems and, perhaps, deal with more sophisticated 
problems also. 

2. Teacher Assistance 

Convenient access to problem solving facilities, parti
cularly if on-line, can reduce teacher time in preparing 

for courses and checking out problems to be assigned. 
Also, if experimental data is to be reduced by a library 
program then an incorrect result immediately identified 
that the data is suspect and saves the teacher from working 
through the student's hand calculations. He need 
only study the initial parameters and experimental 
readings. 

3. Student Assistance 

The facility of the computer in doing computation and 
preparing various output reports for the student removes 
from him significant clerical effort and enables him to 
spend significantly more time investigating serious 
aspects of the subject matter. 

4. Expanded Curriculum 

With problem solving facilities available, the entire 
curriculum can be expanded, offering more syllabus 
choice and enriched classes. 

Current Users 

1. Dartmouth College, UK 

This is the home of BASIC where students at all parts 
of the campus have access to problem solving facilities 
and some instructional materials (Kurtz, 1971). 

2. Coast Community College District, USA 

Over 80 terminals are available in the two constituent 
colleges. Programming courses in APL are given to 
mathematics and science students who then use the 
computer for complex calculations such as laboratory 
data reduction. An interesting development is a ' con
trolled ' problem solving structure in which students 
may make certain inquiries, ask for help and use the 
terminal as a calculator (Clark and Mercer, 1973). 
In this way, a uniform approach to problem solving is 
taught. 

3. Atlanta Public Schools, USA 

17 schools each have one terminal for using APL in 
desk calculator and problem solving mode. Use of 
the computer is made in such a wide variety of disciplines 
such as mathematics, science, economics, social and 
business studies. 

4. Leeds University, UK 

The Computer-Based Learning Unit is currently engaged 
in a joint project with Bradford University and Leeds 
Polytechnic (Hartley and Abbatt, 1974). The aim is 
to produce a statistics laboratory for first-year university 
students where they can ca11 on a wide range of techniques 
for data reduction and sampling. 
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CAREER GUIDANCE 

Definition 

One of the main problems in careers education and career 
guidance is that students are unable to locate, recall 
and use to best advantage the educational and occu
pational facts they need when faced with decisions and 
plans. Similarly, counsellors are unable to recall all 
the available information about all possible careers and 
hence tend to concentrate on the careers that they know 
best. 

Career guidance using the computer may be on-line 
or off-line. Usually there is a data base of careers 
information but sometimes information is also stored 
on education institutions and courses. In an off-line 
system, the student fills in a form which can either 
select possible careers to follow up on the basis of his 
requirements or simply give detailed information on 
specific careers. Using a terminal, the approach is to 
build up a profile for the student in terms of physical 
characteristics, school subject interest, abilities, qua
lifications, interests and satisfactions and values by 
carrying out a dialogue. Naturally, which of these 
sections are used depends on the age and the level of 
vocational maturity within the particular student. The 
student can then use all or part of this profile to selecte 
possible careers from the data base to follow up. In 
addition, decision-making exercises may be built round 
use of the terminal in the group situation. 

Benefits 

1. Better Information for Students 

With access to a large data base of careers information 
classified with respect to a number of selection criteria, 
the student can be given information far beyond what 
a counsellor could maintain and make available to 
him. He can thus have a much better awareness of 
the nature of the choices he has, a wider range of possible 
careers to discuss is given and so he can follow through 
the effects certain decisions he might make will have. 

2. Better Information for Counsellors 

As for the student, the system can provide the counsellor 
with infallible recall of careers information. However, 
the main benefit for the consellor is that he is able to 
access complete and current counselling information 
about the student in advance of an individual session, 
making a much improved session possible. The ability 
to study the student's vocational maturity over several 
sessions can highlight early any possible vocational 
problems. 
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3. Less Clerical Effort 

Preparation of student information for counsellors, 
scheduling and reporting of counselling activities can 
be made much easier by a career guidance system. 
Counselling offices typically maintain at least partially 
duplicated student files. The need for this would be 
eliminated and the counsellors' time could be used more 
efficiently and effectively. 

4. Expanded Curriculum 

Careers education programmes are developing rapidly 
in many local authorites. An essential part of these 
is the use of small group discussions and class exercises. 
A career guidance system can be used very effectively 
for teaching decision making so that in exercises built 
around the system, the student can quickly see the effects 
that various decisions have on their career choice and 
life style. It is this last factor, embracing many psycho
social values, that is receiving much attention of late. 

Current Users 

1. CVIS: 

The Computerized Vocational Information System was 
developed by the counselling staff at Willowbrook High 
School, Villa Park, Illinois, USA (Harris, 1971). Student 
are asked questions about their interests, abilities, per
sonal characteristics, etc and are directed towards general 
areas of careers. After viewing slides off-line, the 
students return for more browsing, identifying specific 
careers and obtaining hard-copy reports as appropriate 
This system is now installed in over 50 institutions in 
the USA. 

2. ECES: 

The Educational and Career Exploration System was 
developed in the Mohansic Laboratory of IBM USA 
(Minor, 1970). The overaal approach is similar to 
CVIS except that the student may view any of the 18000 
slides on-line. A typewriter terminal gives printed 
reports. It was first tested in Montclair County, New 
Jersey, and is currently running in Genessee Courty~ 

Michigan, USA. 

3. SIGI: 

The System of Interactive Guidance and Information 
is being developed by Educational Testing Service 
(Katz et al, 1972). If differs from the above mainly 
in the way it places emphasis on the role of values in 
decision-making. 



4. ICGS: 

The Interactive Career Guidance System was jointly 
developed by Cheshire County Council and the IBM UK 
Scientific Centre (Dowsey and Butler, 1974). Like 
SIGT, it has concentrated on values and life style but 
it has the underlying philosophy of referencing available 
materials rather than lengthy displays on the screen. 

5. GIS: 

The Guidance Information System was developed by 
Interactive Learning Systems, Inc. to provide on-line 
retrieval services to schools (Kroll, 1971). Using single
letter retrieval commands and three-digit codes, the 
student may select those colleges or occupations that 
meet his requirements. No student profile is built up, 
unlike those systems described previously. 

Education and training 
in the services 
of the European Commission 

Shortly after the creation of the Commission of the 
European Communities and its administrative services, 
the first facilities for training its personnel were instituted. 
At first, training was concerned almost exclusively with 
the organisation of language courses. Most members 
of the staff were obliged to work in a foreign language, 
and the courses were designed to make them adapt more 
easily to this. In addition, a programme of practical 
training for young graduates was set up, and this attracts 
ever-increasing interest. 

It was only in 1968 that a department was formed whose 
activities were devoted solely to education and training; 
greater emphasis was placed on the training aspect than 
had been the case previously, the word training being 
used in the sense of imparting knowledge tailored to 
meet specific aims. 

In 1972, the subject of ' education ' was introduced into 
the Statute of the civil servants of the European Com
munities. Clause 24 of the Statute states that the 
Communities will promote training and retraining 
facilities for their civil servants to the extent that such 

6. SGIS: 

The Student Guidance Information System is used by 
80 schools in the Province of Ontario, Canada (Merry, 
1972). The students select certain interest fields, quali
fications, etc. on a mark-sense form or card and these 
are processed in batch either at the central site or from 
remote-job-entry (RJE) terminals. The student receives 
information on those careers and courses satisfying 
his selections. 

7. CASCAID: 

The Computer Assisted Counselling AID, developed 
by Leicestershire County Council UK is very similar 
(White, 1971 ). The student fills in a questionnaire and 
this is processed in batch after punching into cards. The 
counsellor receives a list of those careers he might usefully 
discuss with the student during the next interview. 

training is in the interest of the Commission and compa
tible with the smooth operation of the services. In 
matters of training, the civil servant's future career is 
also taken into consideration. 

Specific problems 

According to the 1975 organisation chart, the staff of 
the Commission consists of approximately 7500 civil 
servants plus some auxiliary civil servants and local 
staff, and the successful operation of a system of effective 
continuation training creates a number of problems of 
a magnitude and scope not to be found in any national 
government body. 

These problems are due mainly to the following:-

a) The multi-national composition of the staff a problem 
which is not primarily one of language, although the 
linguistic difficulties should not be underestimated. 

b) The deontological differences in opinions and under
standing resulting from the diversity of education, 
background and appreciation in the countries of 
origin. 

The staff is divided into 4 Grades, Grade A being open 
to graduates, whereas Grade B consists of middle-grade 
executives and Grade C mainly of secretarial staff and 
lower clerical workers. Maintenance staff and auxi
liaries for simple technical work are classified as Grade D. 
The workers known as ' local agents ' form a group 
closely related to Grade D and are responsible for work 
which falls outside the essential tasks of the administrative 
machinery. 
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Objectives 

The primary task of the administrative machinery is 
to work out all aspects of the Commission's policies, so 
as to enable the Commission to play its part as the 
programmer of European integration. 

Management and administrative tasks are clearly of 
secondary importance. Nevertheless, a large part of 
the staff is engaged in work of this kind, which includes 
the administration of funds such as FEOGA, the European 
Development Fund, and the European Social Fund. 
In addition, there are the sections dealing with purely 
administrative work such as the personnel and clerical 
services (consisting largely of translating and interpreting 
services), the services responsible for budget and financial 
control, and several others. This division of tasks means 
that the civil servants, whose numbers at first sight 
appear to be quite considerable, cannot be treated as 
a single unit in matters of training. Their jobs and 
interests and the requirements of the services in which 
they are employed are far too diverse. 

In consequence, the education service has to beware 
of giving way to a tendency to base its programmes on 
the various grades and concentrate on needs which 
frequently apply to the grade as such rather than to 
the jobs of its members. This tendency is corrected 
by the employment of training co-ordinators within the . . 
vanous services. 

There is also the matter of language differences. It 
may be assumed that in a relatively short time each 
member of the staff will have acquired a knowledge, 
adequate for his daily work, of the language most fre
quently used in the Commission (for Brussels and Luxem
burg this is French). However, where matters arise 
concerning concepts outside the scope of normal pro
fessional speech, it is important to make special provision 
in training programmes; sometimes it is necessary to 
organize training activities in several languages or to 
arrange for interpreting. 

Programmes 

It is only natural that over the past years the special 
circumstances mentioned above have left their mark 
on training programmes. In the meantime, the education 
service, which originally consisted of only a few members, 
has grown into a workforce numbering 25 persons in 
all. This may at first seem quite a considerable number, 
but it should be remembered that the graduates' training 
bureau and the maintenance staff for lecture rooms and 
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language laboratories are also included. The likelihood 
of providing all the varied programmes required is 
therefore relatively small. 

Training activities are divided into the following:-

a) Training courses at the~commencement of employ
ment. 

b) Refresher courses and advanced training (language 
courses) 

c) Courses designed to prepare civil servants for pro
motion examinations to higher grades. 

(a) The first category includes induction courses orga
nised for newly appointed civil servants. Their emphasis 
is on providing an introduction to the Commission's 
organisational structure, its mode of operation, and its 
relations with other Community institutions, as well 
as the administrative functions of the civil servants and 
the various resources available to them in carrying out 
their duties. The induction courses usually take the 
form of two-day seminars held as soon as possible after 
the commencement of service. 

In addition, seminars for Grade A civil servants are 
organised in association with the Europa College at 
Bruges. These are concerned specifically with the 
development of the European Communities, current 
problems, internal relations between the Member States, 
and their relations with other countries, mainly as seen 
from an academic point of view. A number of general 
conferences are organised for Grade B and C civil 
servants, their themes being adapted to current requi
rements. In the course of the special year 1973-74, 
(When 3 new Member States joined the Community), 
approximately 1350 civil servants attended these induction 
courses. 

(b) The bulk of the educational package consists of 
short-term courses, with language tuition occupying a 
special position. 

In the 1973-74 period, between 70 and 80 courses per 
week were devoted to language training. Their aim 
is to carry out a harmonised language programme for 
the six languages of the Community. French and 
English were obviously the most popular languages, 
but the others also aroused so much interest that it was 
necessary to organise additional courses. In Brussels 
alone, approximately 1400 members of the staff enrolled 
for language training which included three-year program
mes as well as intensive courses. The courses are given 
by part-time tutors and. co-ordinated by an expert in 
language training. 



Data processing also plays a significant part. Intro
ductory courses in this important area of modern mana
gement are organised for executive personnel, and more 
advanced courses are provided for staff whose day-to-day 
work brings them into regular contact with the computer 
system. For specialists there are more intensive and 
specialised courses on computerised documentation, 
data banks, etc. 

The programme also includes shorter courses in the 
· area of economics, macro-economic calculations, P.P.B.S. 

(Planning Programming Budgeting System), project 
assessment relating to management, records and docu
mentation, communication technology, and a number 
of one-day study sessions on the countries of the Commu
nity. These study sessions endeavour to give those 
taking part an idea of the political and administrative 
backgrounds of the Member States, the role of the 
Member States within the Community and in the world, 
and the general policy objectives of these countries. 

Much effort is also devoted to refresher courses for 
secretarial staff. These deal with the technical aspects 
of secretarial work as well was with the psychological 
factors required to give a secretary in a multi-national 
organisation such as the Commission adequate motiva
tion and job satisfaction. Several hundreds of secretaries 
have already taken part in these seminars. 

(c) The year 1973 saw the start of specially designed 
courses for civil servants educated at least to a good 
secondary level and with some practical experience, who 
wish to prepare for the general examinations organised 
from time to time for Grade A candidates. Courses in 
economics lasting approximately two years were organised 
for this purpose with the assistance of several univer
sities; these provide training up to a level which, in 
the opinion of economists, is roughly equivalent to that 
of a first degree. The first year is devoted to general 
economic theory, whereas the second year concentrates 
more on specific Community problems. The earlier 
part of the course takes place mainly outside office hours, 
but as the course progresses, an increasingly large part 
is fitted into office hours. 122 civil servants applied for 
the first course in Brussels, and 79 were accepted. The 
first quarterly test reduced the numbers to 34. At the 
start of the second year there were 27 students left. 

In the economics course, linguistic difficulties were 
overcome by basing the course on a textbook available 
in all the Community languages. 

Courses were also organized for local officials enabling 
them to prepare for admission to Grade C of the civil 
service. These courses showed a similar development: 
there were 136 applications and six months later 76 officials 
were still following the course. The course for local 
officials was organized in two languages. 

A course in general and financial management at Grade A 
level started in mid January 1975. A course preparing 
candidates for promotion examinations to Grade B is 
envisaged for the middle of 1975. 

As mentioned above, these courses are organized in 
Brussels, but an attempt is being made to provide similar 
opportunities for civil servants working outside Brussels. 
To date this has only proved possible in Luxemburg and 
Ispra where there are comparatively large concentrations 
of personnel. 

For a general appraisal of these educational activities 
it is necessary to return to the introductory remarks. 
Success depends largely on the precise assessment of 
the educational requirements, and this can be effected 
only with the help of the service3 concerned. This 
applies far more to an institution like the Commission 
than it does to many other bodies. Constant action is 
therefore required to render these services ' training
minded '. Here it is possible to note a certain amount 
of positive evolution. Essential contacts are effected 
bilaterally or by means of periodic meetings between the 
training co-ordinators of the various services and the 
management responsible for training. It may also be 
assumed that the collaboration between management 
and staff representatives gives a positive stimulus to 
the development of training. Similar progress may 
be noted in the collaboration between the recruiting and 
other personnel services and the services responsible 
for training. 

There is reason to believe that these activities may give 
rise to some very notable experiments, and evidence of 
this is already apparent in the great interest shown not 
only by the other Community institutions, but also by 
outsiders. 
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Information 

59. A conference 
on job enrichment 

For a number of years there has been 
in the Community a steady and general 
rise in the living standards of the po
pulation, but better education and im
proved social conditions have led to 
demands not only for a better working 
environment but also for greater job 
satisfaction. Unfortunately, modern 
industrial technology has tended to pro
duce more tedious and repetitive jobs 
with less emphasis on individual craft 
skill. Some progressive organizations 
have encouraged worker participation 
and greater shop-floor democracy, but 
there are many problems to be solved. 

In order, therefore, to examine this sub
ject in detail and to determine those 
areas in which proposals could be made 
for subsequent action at Community 
level, the Commission held a conferen
ce in Brussels from 5 to 7 Novem
ber 1974. 

Over 150 delegates attended, from na
tional governments, employers' and 
workers' organizations, research institu
tes and universities ; they were divided 
into five working groups covering the 
following areas : (1) working life in Eu
ropean society ; (2) methods and results 
(case studies in the processing, heavy 
and service industries): (3) methods and 
results (case studies in the automotive 
industry) ; (4) economic, finance and 
management problems ; (5) education 
and training. As background informa
tion, groups two and three were presen
ted with the conclusions of four specia
list seminars on these subjects which 
had been held prior to the conference. 

A number of papers were presented to 
the working groups on many important 
areas of this complex problem and the 
ensuing discussions ranged over all 
aspects of education vocational training 
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and retraining for all grades of worker 
from managers downwards, and the 
structuring of courses in these fields. 

It was considered that the Community's 
new European Centre for Vocational 
Training and the proposed European 
Foundation for the Improvement of 
Living and Working Conditions would 
be extremely important in promoting 
progress towards harmonization in in
dustry and commerce and that the Eu
ropean Trade Union Institute now 
being planned could also play a vital 
role. 

The conference concluded with a ple
nary session in which reports of the 
working groups were presented ; the 
proceedings were summed up by 
Mr Michael Shanks, Director-General 
for Social Affairs. 

60. Pharmacist's assistant 
(Rezeptar) 
a new career in Switzerland 

In 197 4 the Aargauer Apothecary As
sociation in Baden (das Aargauer Apo
theke-Vereins) introduced a new three 
year course for A-level (Maturand) 
standard school-leavers to enable them 
to qualify as pharmacists' assistants. 
Persons working in pharmacies can also 
undertake the course provided that they 
pass a qualifying examination. 

Practical work in retail pharmacies in 
Switzerland is conditional throughout 
the three years and the practical and 
theoretical examination at the comple
tion of the course will provide for a di
ploma (das Aargauer Rezeptar-Diplom) 
which will enable the pharmacist's as
sistant to make up standard and spe-

cialized prescriptions, advise on medi
cines and their uses and also help the 
pharmacist with the management of the 
business. 

Source: 

Informationen 3-4/140. 

61. A European traznzng 
and promotion 
centre for farming 
and rural life 

CEPF AR-Le Centre Europeen pour 
la Promotion et la Formation en Milieu 
Agricole et Rural-was established in 
June 1972 with the support of Euro
pean organizations related to the farm
ing industry and crafts as well as of the 
trade unions and training establish
ments dealing with promotion and 
training in agriculture. 

The Centre is composed of the follow
ing organizations : 

COP A (Co mite des Organisations Pro
fessionnelles Agricoles des CE-EEC 
Farmers' Professionnal Organizations 
Committee). 

COGECA (Comite Gem!ral des Orga
nisations Cooperatives Agricoles de la 
Communaute-ECE General Commit
tee for Farmers' Cooperative Organiza
tions). 

EURAFEDAG (Organisations Euro
peennes des Travailleurs-Farm Wor
kers European organizations). 

CEJA (Comite Europeen des Jeunes 
Agriculteurs-the EEC Comite d'en
tente of Young Farmers). 

The establishment of the Centre was an 
important landmark in the hield of 
training, since it brought together pro
fessional and trade union organizations, 
as well as the official institutions of the 
Community. 

The ultimate objectives were as fol
lows: 

higher level of professional train
ing; 

- exchange of ideas about teaching 
methods; 

contributions towards harmoniza
tion of diploma standards ; 



improved application of Community 
policy among member countries. 

By its very nature the Centre follows a 
neutral policy which enables it to deal 
with all problems related to everyday 
affairs, as well as those likely to arise 
in the future in agricultural and rural 
communities of the Common Market 
countries. 

The structure of the Centre is as fol
lows: 

the General Council and the coor
dination Council ; 

the Executive Committee and the 
Chairmanship ; 

the Secretariat. 

The General Council consists of repre
sentatives of the constituent member or
ganizations and is the most important 
body. It meets at least once a year. 
It lays down the general orientation of 
CEPF AR's activities. 

The Coordination and Cooperation 
Council groups together organizations 
from industry, trade unions, commerce 
and other international organizations 
interested in training. 

The members of the Coordination 
Council attend the meetings of the Ge
neral Council as observers. 

The Executive Committee is appointed 
by the General Council and consists of 
18 people who are convened by the 
Chairman. 

It organizes and carries out the work of 
the Centre and reports to the General 
Council about its activity. 

The General Council appoints, for a 
period of two years, a Chairman and 
first and second vice-chairmen pro
posed by the Praesidium of COP A. 
The Chairman of the Centre presides 
over the sessions of the General Coun
cil and the Executive Committee. 
He acts as the representative of theCen
tre to non-member organizations and is 
responsible for ensuring that the deci
sions made are implemented. 

The function of the Secretariat, which 
administers the Centre, is entrusted to 
the COPA. 

The Centre's activities are financed by 
contributions from members and by 
resources deriving from its own acti
vity. The General Council appoints 
three auditors to make an annual re
port. 

CEPF AR's work is based mainly in a 
participative environment and its acti
vities concentrate on, for example, the 
exchange of young trainees from agri
cultural and rural areas, harmonization 
of levels of knowledge, groups under
taking specialized tasks such as studying 
aspects of training and information on 
a European scale, both for men and 
women. 

Six seminars were organized during 
197 4, the main objective of which was 
to meet the social needs of rural dis
tricts. 

The following topics were debated : 

the problems of farming in moun
tain areas ; 

- the provision of social services in 
rural districts ; 

how to draw up development plans 
according to Recommendation 159 
of the Treaty of Rome : 

the management of cooperative or
ganizations ; 

member control of the cooperative 
organizations ; 

the training of socio-economic con
sultants. 

At present CEPF AR is engaged in stu
dies of adult education in agriculture 
and harmonization of agricultural 
studies. 

In accordance with Article 50 of the 
Treaty of Rome, CEPF AR should be 
responsible for trainee exchange schem
es in cooperative banks commencing 
early 1975. 

From projects which have taken place 
since its establishment, it can be con
cluded that there is not only a great 
interest in professional trade union and 
government organizations on the part 
of training personnel, but also a clear 
need to improve training methods pro
mote training and provide information 
at Community level. 

The structure of agricultural training in 
the Member States will be discussed in 
future issues. 

Source: 

Status of the European Centre for pro
motion and training in rural and farm 
environment. Brussels, 1971. 

62. International butcher's 
contest in Luxembourg 

The fourth international proficiency 
contest for newly qualified butchers 
took place in 1974 in Luxembourg. 
The aims of the co'ntest were as fol
lows: 

- to provide an incentive for im
proved proficiency ; 

to raise the standard of training ; 

to emphasize the importance of vo
cational training ; 

to compare skills on an internatio
nal level. 

Five countries were represented : 

The Federal Republic of Germany, The 
Netherlands, Austria, Switzerland and 
Luxembourg. To qualify for entry, 
competitors must have successfully 
completed their apprenticeship and ob
tained a diploma (Gesellenpri.ifung) 
during 1973 and be under 22 years of 
age. 

Some of the tasks in the competition 
were the following : 

- to arrange and garnish cold meat 
platters ; 

to bone a hind quarter of beef ; 

to make pates and meat rolls. 

It was concluded that the standard 
shown by the competitors in performing 
the various tasks was sufficiently high 
to convince the examing board that the 
training they had undergone adequately 
met present international demands. 

During the award ceremony, the presi
dent of the Chamber of Trade and In
dustry in Luxembourg touched upon 
the problems of vocational training. 
" The great rush into intellectual profes
sions in the past few years has led to a 
discrimination towards vocational oc
cupations ', he said ; " it is time that the 
word Lehrling (apprentice) was abo
lished and replaced with a more appro
priate expression '. 

Source: 

d'handwierk 6/74. 
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63. Educational priority areas 
(EPA) in the UK 

The EPA programme set up by the 
Ministry of Education and Science in 
conjunction with the Social Science 
Research Council in 1968 came to an 
end in 1971. However, many of the 
programmes originating from it are still 
being carried out in varying forms. 
The six main areas of study investigated 
were: 

communication between school and 
home; 

supplementary education, in parti
cular in the teaching of reading and 
verbal skills ; 

production of teaching material and 
programmes relevant to the back
ground of children in EPA ; 

pre-school training with emphasis 
on cognitive development, with a 
view to involving parents in pedo
gogic activity ; 

establishment of EPA teaching as a 
branch of the profession valid in 
its own right, by means of setting up 
refresher courses in colleges of edu
cation and the introduction of EPA 
options for teachers ; 

synthesis of several of these ele
ments in the development of the 
community school. 

The data which the research team used 
were obtained from the following tests 
and questionnaires : 
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basic sampling from the 1966 cen
sus of school registers ; 

questionnaires on biographical in
formation concerning teachers, pa
rents and children ; 

examining social attitudes ; 

investigating pupils's linguistic and 
cognitive aptitudes. 

The research work was carried out in 
four districts involving about 50 
schools. Three of the projects took 
place in Birmingham, Liverpool and 
Deptford and two in mining villages in 
West Riding. The Birmingh1m project 
was concerned with the improvement of 
linguistic skills by using various teach
ing aids and the treatment of retarded 
and maladjusted pupils. The research 
team also investigated family conditions 
and the effect of pre-school education 
on the language development of the 
children. The Liverpool investig ':l tions 
stressed the importance of a link 
between school and home and parents 
were asked to participate in the pro
jects. An association called " Priority ' 
was formed, with the intention of mak
ing lecturers at teacher training college> 
aware of the problems. 

The West Riding teams put their em
phasis on pre-school education. They 
organized recreational activities in 
which mothers were encouraged to take 
part and parents were also shown how 
to helo their own children with regard 
to linguistic training. 

The study's terms of reference revealed 
a startling contrast between the mining 
towns with their stable and ethnically 
homogeneous pooulation, on the one 
hand, and on the other the urban areas 
whirh were characteri~ed bv their float
inig population, heavy concentration of 
Commenwealth immigrants and tl)e 
serious housing shortage reflected in the 
congested situation. 

In all these areas hardship was a pheno
menon and up to 28 % of the children 
were receiving free school meals. At 
some of the schools the number of 
pupils had increased by 50% in five 
years. Absenteeism had risen and in 
general the teachers were young and 
inexperienced and tended not to stay 
very long in the same school. Tea
chers in mining towns, however, had 
served more than five years in the same 
school. 

Teachers in educational priority areas 
felt that their conditions left much to 
be desired by comparison with teachers 
in other schools although they con
sidered that they derived a greater sense 
of achievement, value and satisfaction 
from their work. 

On the whole the results of the investi
gations revealed a disconcerting state of 
affairs . Generally speaking, aptitude 
and ability levels were very low and the 
linguistic standards of immigrant chil
dren, and particularly of Asians, were 
lower than the national average. Con
tact between parents and school was 
restricted and children received little or 
no encouragement from home. Des
pite the children's poor performances, 
however, parents were satisfied with 
their education. 

In general, the results of the research 
programmes showed that educational 
standards in the priority areas could be 
improved by skilful use of modest re
sources. Pre-school education seemed 
to be an appropriate starting point and 
it was generally felt that the idea of 
community schools as suggested in the 
Plowden Report 1 should be expanded. 

The importance of laying down an edu
cational policy based on accurate ap
praisals of local needs should therefore 
be stressed and this policy implemented 
by means of techniques used by socio
logists. 

Source: 

Bulletin d'Information 1/74. 

Conseil de !'Europe. 

1 Department of Education and Science. 
Children and their primary schools. A re
port of the Central Advisory Council for 
Education (Engl.). 
London: HMSO, 1967, 2 vol. 



Documentation 

COMMISSION OF THE 
EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 

The setting up of a European Centre for the 
Development of Vocational Training. 
Following its resolution of 21 January 1974 
concerning a social action programme and 
following a proposal from the Commission 
and the advice from the European Parliament 
and the Economic and Scoial Committee, 
the Council of the European Communities 
adopted on 10 February 1975 a regulation 
providing for the establishment of a Euro
pean Centre for the development of voca
tional training to be based in West Berlin. 

In view of the importance of the task entrus
ted to this centre within the framework of a 
common vocational training policy, the com
plexe text of the regulation is being repro
duced below: 

Regulation (EEC) N ° 337/75 of the Council 
of 10 February 1975 
establishing a European Centre for the De
velopment of Vocational Training 

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES 

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the 
European Economic Community, and in 
particular Article 235 thereof; 

Having regard to the proposal from the Com
mission; 

Having regard to the Opinion of the Euro
pean Parliament; 1 

Having regard to the Opinion of the Econo
mic and Social Committee; 2 

Whereas on the basis of Article 128 of the 
Treaty, the Council, in its Decision of 2 April 
1963, 3 laid down general principles' for 
implementing a common vocational training 
policy; 

Whereas under Article 118 of the Treaty the 
Commission has the task of promoting close 
cooperation between Member States in the 
social field, particularly in matters relating 
to basic and advanced vocational training; 

Whereas the Council, in its resolution of 
21 January 1974 4 concerning a social ac
tion programme, made one of the objectives 
of thai programme the implementation of a 
common vocational training policy with a 

1 OJ N° c 127, 18. 10. 1974, p. 20. 
2 OJ N° c 125, 16. 10. 1974, p. 41. 
3

. OJ N° 63, 20. 4. 1963, p. 1338/63. 
4 OJ N° C 13, 12. 2. 1974, p. 1. 

view to attaining progressively the principal 
objectives thereof, especially approximation 
of training standards, in particular by setting 
up a European Vocational Training Centle; 
whereas, furtherm01e, the Council decided 
that this objective should be given priority; 

Whereas the implementation of a common 
vocational training policy gives rise to ever 
more complex problems, and whereas the 
solution of those problems requires a large 
degree of involvement on the part of those 
concerned, and more especially on the part 
of both sides of industry; 

Whereas the setting up of a European Centre 
for the Development of Vocational Training 
- a body independent of the departments 
of the Commission, but which must coope
rate with them to the full- is necessary for 
the effective implementation of that com
mon policy, and whereas the Treaty has not 
provided the specific powers necessary for 
setting up such a centre; 

Whereas the centre will be set up within the 
framework of the European Communities 
and will function in accordance with Com
munity law; whereas the conditions under 
which certain general provisions will apply 
should be defined. 

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 

Article 1 

A European Centre for the Development of 
Vocational Training, hereinafter called the 
centre, is hereby set up. 

In each of the Member States, the centre shall 
enjoy the most extensive legal capacity accor
ded to legal persons. 

The centre shall be non-profit making. It 
shall have its seat in Berlin (West). 

Article 2 

1. The aim of the centre shall be to assist 
the Commission in encouraging, at Commu
nity level, the promotion and development 
of vocational training and of in-service train
ing. 

To that end, within the framework of the 
guidelines laid down by the Community, it 
shall contribute, through its scientific and 
technical activities, to the implementation 
of a common vocational training policy. 

It shall, in particular, encourage the exchange 
of information and the comparison of ex
perience. 

2. The main tasks of the centre shall be: 

- to compile selected documentation rela
ting in particular to the present situation, 
the latest developments and research in 
the relevant fields, and to matters of vo
cational training structure; 

- to contribute to the development and 
coordination of research in the above 
fields; 

- to disseminate all useful documentation 
and information; 

- to encourage and support any initiative 
likely to facilitate a concerted approach 
to vocational training problems. The 
centre's activity in this respect shall deal 
in particular with the problem of the 
approximation of standards of vocatio
nal training with a view to the mutual 
recognition of certificates and other do
cuments attesting completion of voca
tional training; 

- to provide a forum for all those con
cerned. 

3. In its activities the centre shall take into 
account the links which exist between voca
tional training and the other branches of 
education. 

Article 3 

1. The centre shall take the measures ne
cessary for the attainment of its objectives. 

It may in particular: 

- organize courses and seminars; 

- conclude study contracts and commission 
or, where necessary, carry out pilot pro
jects or individual projects to assist the 
implementation of the centre's work pro
gramme; 

- publish and distribute useful documenta
tion, including a Community vocational 
training bulletin. 

2. In carrying out its tasks, the centre shall 
establish appropriate contacts, particularly 
with specialized bodies, whether public or 
private, national or international, with pu
blic authorities and educational institutions 
and with workers' and employers' organi
zations. 

Article 4 

1. The centre shall be administred by a 
Management Board comprising 30 members 
of whom: 

(a) nine members shall represent the Govern
ments of the Member States; 

(b) nine members shall represent the em
ployers professional organizations; 

(c) nine members shall represent the em
ployees' trade··union organizations; 

(d) three members shall represent the Com
mission. 

The members referred to in (a), (b) and (c) 
shall be appointed by the Council on the basis 
of one member per Member State for each of 
those groups. 

The Commission shall appoint the members 
who are to represent it. 
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2. The term of office of members shall be 
three years. It shall be renewable. Upon the 
expiry of their term of office or in the event 
of their resignation, members shall remain 
in office until their appointments are rene
wed or until they are replaced. 

3. The Management Board shall elect its 
Chairman and three Vice-Chairmen from 
among its members, to serve for a period of 
one year. 

4. The Chairman shall convene the Mana
gement Board at least twice a year or at the 
request of at least one-third of its members. 

5. Decisions by the Management Board 
shall be taken by an absolute majority of its 
members. 

Article 5 

The Management Board shall adopt its rules 
of procedure, which shall enter into force 
when approved by the Council, acting on the 
Opinion of the Commission. 

It shall decide whether to set up ad hoc wor
king parties on the basis of the requirements 
of the annual work programme. 1t shall re
gularly inform the Commission of the acti
vities of the centre. 

Article 6 

1. The director of the centre shall be ap
pointed by the Commission from a list of 
candidates submitted by the Management 
Board. 

2. The term of office . of the director shall 
be renewable every five years. 

Article t ' 

1. The director shall carry out the decisions 
of the Management Board and shall be res
ponsible for the day-to-day administration 
of the centre. He shall be the legal repre
sentative of the centre. 

2. He shall prepare and organize the work 
of the Management Board and provide the 
Secretariat for their meetings. 

3. He shall coordinate the activities of the 
working parties. 

4. He shall be responsible for all staff mat
ters and for engaging and dismissing staff. 

5. He shall be accountable to the Manage
ment Board for his activities. 

Article 8 

1. On the basis of a draft submitted by the 
director, the Management Board shall adopt 
the annual work programme in agreement 
with the Commission. The programme shall 
take into account the priority needs indi
cated by the Community institutions. 

2. The centre shall take into account the 
activities of other bodies working in the field 
of vocational training when planning its own 
work. 

Article 9 

The Management Board shall, by 31 March 
at the latest, adopt an annual general report 
on the activities and financial situation of 
the centre and shall submit it to the Com
mission. 
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Article 10 

The Management Board shall draw up a sta
tement of all revenue and expenditure, which 
shall be in balance, for each financial year, 
which shall be the same as the calendar year. 

Article 11 

1. The Management Board shall, by 
31 March each year at the latest, send the 
Commission an estimate of revenue and ex
penditure. This estimate, which shall in
clude an establishment plan, shall be for
warded by the Commission to the Council 
with the preliminary draft budget of the 
European Communities. 

2. The budget of the European Communi
ties shall each year, under a specific heading, 
include a subsidy for the centre. 

The procedure in force for the transfer of 
appropriations from one chapter to another 
shall apply to the appropriation for this sub
sidy. 

The budget authority shall draw up the esta
blishment plan of the centre. 

3. The Management Board shall adopt the 
estimate of revenue and expenditure before 
the beginning of the financial year, adjusting 
it to the subsidy granted by the budget autho
rity. The estimate thus adopted shall be 
forwarded by the Commission to the budget 
authority. 

Article 12 

1. The financial provisions applying to the 
centre shall be adopted under Article 209 
of the Treaty. 

2. The Management Board shall, by 
31 March at the latest, send the accounts 
of all the revenue and expenditure of the cen
tre for the preceding financial year to the 
Commission and to the Audit Board. The 
latter shall examine them in accordance with 
the second paragraph of Article 206 of the 
Treaty. 

3. The Commission shall submit the ac
counts and the report of the Audit Board, 
together with its own comments, to the Coun
cil and to the European Parliament by 31 Oc
tober at the latest. The Council and the 
European Parliament shall give a discharge 
to the Management Board of the centre under 
the procedure laid down in the fourth para
graph of Article 206 of the Treaty. 

4. The financial controller of the Commis
sion shall be responsible for checking the 
commitment and payment of all expenditure 
and the recmding and recovery of all revenue 
of the centre. 

Article 13 

The provisions governing the staff of the 
centre shall be adopted by the Council, ac
ting on a proposal from the Commission. 

Article 14 

Members of the Management Board, the 
Director, the staff and all other persons par
ticipating in the activities of the centre shall 

be required, even after their duties have cea
sed, not to disclose information of the kind 
covered by the obligation of professional 
secrecy. 

Article 15 

The rules governing the languages of the 
European Communities shall apply to the 
centre. 

Article 16 

The Protocol or the privileges and immunities 
of the European Communities shall apply to 
the centre. 

Article 17 

1. The contractual liability of the centre 
shall be governed by the law applicable to 
the contract in question. 

The Court of Justice of the European Com
munities shall have jurisdiction to give judg
ment persuant to any arbitration clause con
tained in a contract concluded by the centre. 

2. In the case of non-contractual liability, 
the centre shall, in accordance with the ge
neral principles common to the laws of the 
Member States, make good any damage 
caused by the centre or its servants in the 
performance of their duties. 

The Court of Justice shall have jurisdiction 
in disputes relating to compensation for any 
such damage. 

3. The personal liability of servants towards 
the centre shall be governed by the relevant 
provisions applying to the staff of the centre. 

Article 18 

Member States, members to the Management 
Board and third parties directly and perso
nally involved may refer to the Commission 
any act of the centre, whether express or im
plied, for the Commission to examine the 
legality of that act. 

Referral shall be made to the Commission 
within 15 days of the day on which the party 
concerned first became aware of the act in 
question. 

The Commission shall take a Decision within 
one mouth. If no Decision has been taken 
within this period, the case shall be deemed 
to have been dismissed. 

Article 19 

This regulation shall enter into force on the 
third day following its publication in the 
Official Journal of the European Communities. 

This regulation shall be binding in its entirety 
and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 10 February 1975. 

For the Council 
The President 
G. FITZGERALD 

Source: 

Official Journal of the European Commu
nities N° L 39 - 13.2.75 p9 1-4. 



Council Directive of 12 November 1974 on 
admission to the occupation of road passenger 
transport operator in national and internatio
nal transport operations 
(74/562/EEC) 

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the 
European Economic Community, and in 
particular Article 75 thereof; 

Having regard to the proposal from the Com
mission; 

Having regard to the Opinion of the Euro
pean Parliament; 1 

Having regard to the Opinion of the Econo
mic and Social Committee; 2 

Whereas the organization of the transport 
market is one of the essential factors in the 
implementation of the common transport 
policy provided for in the Treaty; 

Whereas the adoption of measures aimed at 
coordinating the conditions of admission to 
the occupation of road passenger transport 
operator is likely to favour effective exercise 
of the right of establishment; 

Whereas it is necessary to p1ovide for the 
introduction of common rules for admission 
to the occupation of road passenger trans
port operator in national and international 
transport operations in order to ensure that 
road passenger transport operators are bet
ter qualified, thus contributing to rationali
zation of the market, improvement in the 
quality of the service provided in the inte
rests of users, transport operators and the 
economy as a whole, and to greater road 
safety; 

Whereas, therefore, the rules for admission 
to the occupation of road passenger trans
port operator should cover the good repute, 
financial standing and professional compe
tence of operators; 

Whereas, however, it is not necessary to in
clude in these common rules certain kinds of 
transport which are of limited economic 
importance; 

Whet eas transitional measures must be in
troduced to enable Member States to adapt 
their national rules to those of the Commu
nity: 

Whereas the harmonization of conditions for 
applying these common rules requires that 
provision be made for a Community con
sultation procedure as reagards the appro
priate national measures to be taken. 

HAS ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE: 

Article 1 

1. Admission to the occupation of road 
passenger transport operator shall be go
verned by the provisions adopted by the 
Member States in accordance with the com
mon rules contained in this Directive. 

1 OJ N° C 17 of 12. 2.1969, p. 6. 
2 OJ N° C 26 of 28. 2. 1969, p. 8. 

2. For the purpose of this Directive, ' the 
occupation of road passenger transport ope
rator ' means the activity of any natural 
person or any undertaking operating by 
means of motor vehicles so constructed and 
equipped as to be suitable for carrying more 
than nine persons - including the driver -
and intended for that purpose, passenger 
transport services for the public or for spe
cific categories of users against payment by 
the person transported or by the transport 
organizer. 

For the purposes of this Directive, ' under
taking' means any association or group of 
persons with or without legal personality, 
whether profit-making or not, or any official 
body, whether having its own legal persona
lity or being dependent upon an authority 
having such personality. 

3. Member States may, after consulting the 
Commission, exempt from the application of 
all or some of the provisions of this Directive 
natural persons or undertakings engaged 
exclusively in road passenger transport ser
vices for non-commercial purposes or having 
a main occupation other than that of road 
passenger transport operator, in so far as 
their transport operations have only a minor 
impact on the transport market. 

Article 2 

1. Natural persons or undertaking wishing 
to engage in the occupation of road passen
ger transport operator shall: 

(a) be of good repute: 

(b) be of appropriate financial standing; 

(c) satisfy the conditions as to professional 
competence. 

Where the applicant is a natural person and 
does not satisfy provision (c), the component 
authorities may nevertheless permit him to 
engage in the occupation of road passenger 
transport operator provided tha the desig
nates to the said authorities another person, 
satisfying provisions (a) and (c) above, who 
shall continuously and effectively manage 
the transport operations of the undertaking. 

Where the applicant is an undertaking, pro
visions (a) and (c) above must be satisfied by 
one of the natural persons who will conti
nuously and effectively manage the transport 
operations of the undertaking. Member Sta
tes may also require that other persons in the 
undertaking satisfy provision (a) above. 

2. Pending coordination at a later date, 
each Member State shall determine the pro
visions relating to good repute which must 
be satisfied by the applicant and, where ap
propriate, the natural persons referred to in 
paragraph 1. 

3. Appropriate financial standing shall 
consist in having available sufficient financial 
resources to ensure the launching and pro
per administration of the undertaking. Pen
ding coordination at a later date, each Mem
ber State shall determine what provisions 
and what methods of furnishing proof may 
be adopted for this purpose. 

4. The condition as to professional com
petence shall consist in the possession of skills 
in the subjects listed in the Annex and re
cognized by the authority or body designated 
for that purpose by each Member State. The 
necessary knowledge shall be acquired by 
attending courses, by practival experience 
in a transport undertaking or by a combina
tion of both. The Member States may 
exempt from the application of these pro
visions the holders of certain advanced di
plomas or technical diplomas implying sound 
knowledge of the subjects listed in the Annex. 
The production of a certificate issued by the 
authority or body referred to in the precef 
ding subparagraph shall constitute proo
of professional competence. 

Article 3 

1. Member States shall determine the cir
cumstances in which operation of a road 
passenger transport undertaking may, by 
way of derogation from the provisions of 
Article 2 (1), be continued on a temporary 
basis for a maximum period of one year, 
with extension for a maximum period of 
six months, in duly justified special cases, 
in the event of the death or physical or legal 
incapacity of the natural person engaged in 
the occupation of transport operator or of 
the natural person who satisfies the provi
sions of Article 2 (1) (a) and (c) . 

2. However, the competent authorities in 
the Member States may, by way of exception 
and in certain special cases, definitively 
authorize a person not fulfilling the condi
tion as to professional competence referred 
to in Article 2 (1) (c) to continue to operate 
the transport undertaking provided that such 
person possesses at least three years' practi
cal ex pet ience in the day-to-day management 
of the undertaking. 

Article 4 

1. Natural persons and undertakings fur
nishing proof that before 1 January 1978, 
they were authorized unter national regu
lations in a Member State to engage in the 
occupation of road passenger transport ope
rator in national and/or international trans
port operations shall be exempt from the 
requirement to furnish proof that they sa
tisfy the provisions laid down in Article 2. 

2. However, those natural persons who, 
after 31 December 1974 and before I January 
1978, were: 

- authorized to engage in the occupation 
of road passenger transport operater with 
out having furnished proof, under na
tional regulations, of their professional 
competence, or 

- designated continuously and effectively 
to manage the transport operations of the 
undertaking, 

must satisfy, before 1 January 1980 the con
dition of professional competence referred 
to in Article 2 (4). 

The same requirement shall apply in the case 
referred to in the third subparagraph of 
Article 2 (1). 
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Article 5 

1. Decisions taken by the competent auth
orities of Member States pursuant to the 
measures adopted on the basis of this Direc
tive and entailing the rejection of an appli
cation for admission to the occupation of 
road passenger transport operator shall state 
the grounds on which they are based. 

2. Member States shall ensure that the 
competent authorities withdraw the autho
rization to pursue the occupation of passen
ger transport operator if they establish that 
the provisions of Article 2 (1) (a), (b) or (c) 
are no longer satisfied. In this case, how
ever, they shall allow sufficient time for a 
substitute to be appointed. 

3. With regard to the decisions referred to 
in paragraphs 1 and 2, Member States shall 
ensure that the natural persons or underta
kings covered by this Directive are able to 
defend their interests by appropriate means. 

Article 6 

1. Member States shall, after consulting the 
Commission and before 1 January 1977, 
adopt the measures necessary for the imple
mentation of this Directive, in particular 
article 2 (4) thereof. 

2. Member States shall ensure that the 
procedure for official verification of the skills 
mentioned in Article 2 (4) shall become ope
rative for the first time before 1 January 1978. 

Article 7 

This Directive is addressed to the Member 
States. 

Done at Brussels, 12 November 1974. 

For the Council 
The President 
J. SAUVAGNARGUES 

Source: 
Official Journal of the European Communi
ties, N°. L 308/23-25- 19.11.74. 

Council Directive of 12 November 1974 on 
admission to the occupation of road haulage 
operator in national and international trans
port operations. 
(74/561 /EEC) 

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the 
European Economic Community, and in 
particular Article 75 thereof; 

Having regard to the proposal from the 
Commission; 

Having regard to the Opinion of the Euro
pean Parliament; 1 

Having regard to the Opinion of the Econo
mic and Social Committee; 2 

1 OJ N° C 72 of 19. 7. 1968, p. 53. 
2 OJ N° C 49 of 17. 5. 1968, p. 2. 
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Whereas the organization of the transport 
market is one of the essential factors in the 
implementation of the common transport 
policy provided for in the Treaty; 

Whereas the adoption of measures aimed at 
coordinating the conditions of admission to 
the occupation of haulage operator is likely 
to favour effective exercise of the right of 
establishment; 

Whereas it is necessary to provide for the in
troduction of common rules for admission 
to the occupation of road haulage operator 
in national and international transport ope
rations in order to ensure that road haulage 
operators are better qualified, thus contri
buting to rationalization of the market, im
provement in the quality of the service pro
vided, in the interests of users, operators and 
the economy as a whole, and to greater road 
safety; 

Whereas, therefore, the rules for admission 
to the occupation of road haulage operator 
should cover the good repute, financial stan
ding and professional competence of oper
ators; 

Whereas, however, it is not necessary to in
clude in these common rules certain kinds 
of transport which are of limited economic 
importance; 

Whereas transitional measures must be in
troduced to enable Member States to adapt 
their national rules to those of the Commu
nity; 

Whereas the harmonization of conditions 
for applying these common rules requires 
that pwvision be made for a Community 
consultation procedure as regards the appro
priate national measures to be taken, 

HAS ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE: 

Article 1 

1. Admission to the occupation of road 
haulage operator shall be governed by the 
provisions adopted by the Member States in 
accordance with the common rules contained 
in this Directive. 

2. For the purposes of this Directive, ' the 
occupation of road haulage operator' means 
the activity of any natural person or any 
undertaking transporting goods for hire or 
reward by means of either a self-contained 
motor vehicle or a combination of coupled 
vehicles. 

For the purposes of this Directive, ' under
taking' means any association or group of 
persons with or without legal personality, 
whether profit-making or not, or any official 
body whether having its own legal persona
lity or being dependent upon an authority 
having such personality. 

Article 2 

1. This Directive shall not apply to natural 
persons or undertakings engaging in the oc
cupation of road haulage operator by means 
of vehicles the permissible payload of which 
does not exceed 3-5 metric tons or the per
missible total laden weight of which does not 
exceed six metric tons. Member States may, 
however, lower the said limits for all or some 
categories of transport operations. 

2. Member States may, after consulting the 
Commission, exempt from the application 
of all or some of the provisions of this Di
rective natural persons or undertakings en
gaged exclusively in national transport ope
rations having only a minor impact on the 
transport market because of: 

- the nature of the goods carried, or 

- the short distance involved. 

Article 3 

1. Natural persons or undertakings wishing 
to engage in the occupation of road haulage 
operator shall: 
(a) be of good repute; 
(b) be of appropriate financial standing; 
(c) satisfy the condition as to professional 

competence. 

Where the applicant is a natural person and 
does not satisfy provision (c), the competent 
authorities may nevertheless permit him to 
engage in the occupation of road haulage 
operator provided that he designates to the 
said authorities another person, satisfying 
provisions (a) and (c) above, who shall con
tinuously and effectively manage the trans
port operations of the undertaking. 

Where the applicant is an undertaking, pro
visions (a) and (c) above must be satisfied by 
one of the natural persons who will conti
nuously and effectively manage the transport 
operations of the undertaking. Member 
States may also require that other persons 
in the undertaking satisfy provision(a) above. 

2. Pending coordination at a later date, 
each Member State shall determine the pro
visions relating to good repute which must 
be satisfied by the applicant and, where ap
propriate, by the natural persons referred 
to in paragraph 1. 

3. Appropriate financial standing shall 
consist in having available sufficient re
sources to ensure the launching and proper 
administration of the undertaking. Pending 
coordination at a later date, each Member 
State shall determine what provisions and 
what methods of furnishing proof may be 
adopted for this purpose. 

4. The condition as to professional com
petence shall consist in the possession of 
skills in the subjects listed in the Annex and 
recognized by the authority or body desi
gnated for that purpose by each Member 
State. The necessary knowledge shall be 
acquired by attending courses, by practical 
experience in a transport undertaking or by 
a combination of both. Member States may 
exempt from the application of these provi
sions the holders of certain advanced diplo
mas or technical diplomas implying sound 
knowledge of the subjects listed in the Annex. 

The production of a certificate issued by the 
authority or body referred to in the prece
ding subparagraph shall constitute proof of 
professional competence. 

Article 4 

1. Member States shall determine the cir
cumstances in which a road haulage under
taking may, by way of derogation from Arti
cle 3 (1), be operated on a temporary basis 



for a maximum period of one year, with ex
tension for a maximum period of six months, 
in duly justified special cases in the event of 
the death or physical or legal incapacity of 
the natural person engaged in the occupation 
of transport operator or of the natural per
son who satisfies the provisions of Article 3 
(1) (a) and (c). 

2. However, the competent authorities in 
the Member States may, by way of exception 
and in certain special cases, definitively au
thorize a person not fulfilling the condition 
of professional competence referred to in 
Article 3 (1) (c) to operate the transport un
dertaking provided that such person pos
sesses at least three years' practical experience 
in the day-to-day management of the under
taking. 

Article 5 

1. Natural persons and undertakings fur
nishing proof that, before 1 January 1978, 
they were authorized under national regu
lations in a Member State to engage in the 
occupation of road haulage operator in na
tional and/or international road transport 
operations shall be exempt from the require
ment to furnish proof that they satisfy the 
provisions laid down in Article 3. 

2. However, those natural persons who
after 31 December 1974 and before 1 January 
1978, were: 
- authorized to engage in the occupation 

of road haulage operator without ha
ving furnished proof, under national re
gulations, of their professional compe
tence, or 

- designated continuously and effectively 
to manage the transport operations of 
the undertaking. 

must satisfy, before 1 January 1980, the 
condition of professional competence re
ferred to in Article 3 (4). 
The same requirement shall apply in the 
case referred to in the third subparagraph 
of Article 3 (1). 

Article 6 

1. Decisions taken by the competent au
thorities of the Member States pursuant to 
the measures adopted on the basis of this 
Directive and entailing the rejection of an 
application for admission to the occupation 
of road haulage operator shall state the 
grounds on which they are based. 

2. Member States shall ensure that the 
competent authorities withdraw the author
ization to pursue the occupation of haulage 
operator if they establish that the provisions 
of Article 3 (1) (a), (b) or (c) are no longer 
satisfied. In this case, however, they shall 
allow sufficient time for a substitute to be 
appointed. 

3. With regard to the decisions referred to 
in paragraphs 1 and 2, Member States shall 
ensure that the natural persons or underta
kings covered by this Directive are able to 
defend their interests by appropriate means. 

Article 7 

1. Member States shall, after consulting the 
Commission and before 1 January 1977, 
adopt the measures necessary for the imple
mentation of this Directive, in particular 
Article 3 (4) thereof. 

2. Member States shall ensure that the pro
cedure for official verification of the skills 
mentioned in Article 3 (4) shall become ope
rative for the first time before 1 January 1978. 

Article 8 
This Directive is addressed to the Member 
States. 

Done at Brussels, 12 November 1974. 
For the Council 
The President 
J. SAUVAGNARGUES 

Source: 
Official Journal of the European Communi
ties N° L 308/18.20 - 19.11.74. 

ANNEX 

List of subjects referred to in article 3 ( 4) 

The knowledge to be taken into considera
tion for the official recognition of professio
nal competence must cover at least the sub
jects listed below. These must be described 
in full detail and have been worked out or 
approved by the competent national autho
rities. They must be so designed as to be 
within the grasp of those persons whose edu
cation corresponds to the level normally 
reached at school-leaving age. 

A. SUBJECTS OF WHICH KNOWLEDGE 
IS REQUIRED FOR TRANSPORT 
OPERATORS INTENDING TO 
ENGAGE EXCLUSIVELY IN NATIO
NAL TRANSPORT OPERATIONS 

1. Law 
Elements of civil, commercial, social and 
fiscal law, as necessary for engaging in the 
occupation, with particular emphasis on: 

- general contracts; 
- transport contracts, with particular re-

ference to the responsibility of the hau
lage operator (nature and limits); 

- commercial companies; 
-ledgers; 
- regulations governing labour, social se-

curity; 
- taxation systems. 

2. Business and financial management of 
an undertaking 

- methods of payment and financing; 
-costing; 
- pricing and haulage terms; 
- business accounts; 
- insurance; 
- invoicing; 
- transport agents. 

3. Access to the market 
- provisions relating to the taking up and 

pursuit of the occupation; 
- transport documents. 

4. Technical standards and aspects of ope-
ration 

- weight and dimensions of vehicles; 
- vehicle selection; 
- type-approval and registration; 
- vehicle maintenance standards; 
- loading and unloading of vehicles. 

5. Road safety 
- laws, regulations and administrative pro

visions applicable to traffic; 
- traffic safety; 
- accident prevention and procedure in the 

event of an accident. 

B. SUBJECTS OF WHICH KNOW
LEDGE IS REQUIRED FOR HAU
LAGE OPERATORS INTENDING TO 
ENGAGE IN INTERNATIONAL 
TRANSPORT 

- subjects listed under A; 
- provisions applicable to the transport of 

goods by road between Member States 
and between the Community and non
member countries arising out of natio
nal laws, Community standards, inter
national conventions and agreements; 

- customs practice and formalities; 
- main traffic regulations in the Member 

States. 

Source: 
Official Journal of the European Commu
nities N° L. 308/21.22 - 19.11.74. 

STATISTICS 

RECENSEMENT DES CANDIDATS 
INSCRITS AUX EXAMENS DU BAC
CALAUREAT ET DU BACCALAURE
AT DE TECHNICIEN. SESSION DE 
1974. (F). Census of candidates registered 
for the Baccalaureat and the Baccalau
reat de Technicien (A-level standard) in 
the 1974 academic year. Note d'Informa
tion. 12 June 1974. No 74-22. 4 pp. Mi
nistere de ]'education nationale. Service 
d'Informations economiques et statisti
ques. 

RECRUTEMENT DES ELEVES-MAI
TRES ET SITUATION DES EFFEC
TIFS DES ECOLES NORMALES D'IN
STITUTEURS ET DES CENTRES RE
GIONAUX DE FORMATION EN 1973-
74. (F). Recruitment of trainee teachers 
and statistical information on students at 
teacher training colleges and regional 
training centres during 1973-74. Note 
d'Information. 5 June 1974. No 74-21. 
5 pp. Ministere de !'education nationale. 
Service d'Informations economiques et 
sta tistiq ues. 

L'ENSEIGNEMENT AGRICOLE. EF
FECTIFS DES ELEVES A LA REN
TREE 1973-74. RESULTATS AUX 
EXAMENS DE 1972-73. (F). Number of 
students of agricultural studies in 1973-
7 4. Results of the examinations taken in 
1972-73. Note d'Information. 26 June 
1974. No 74-24- Ministere de !'education 
nationale. Service d'Informations econo
miques et statistiques. 

REPARTITION DE LA POPULATION 
SCOLAIRE PAR AGE. 1972-73. TA
BLEAUX STATISTIQUES. (F). Break
down of the school population according 
to age. 1972-73. Statistical tables. Apri1 
1974. Doc. 4451. Ministere de !'education 
nationale. Service d'Informations econo
miques et statistiques. 
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An introduction to philDsophy of education 
for students in colleges and departments of 
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instruction in philosophical methods and 
techniques. The authors discuss the emo
tive,descriptive and evaluative inplications of 
the word ' education ' and how it differs 
from ' learning', 'understanding' and 'in-
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doctrination ' . Various aspects of educa
tion are examined, including the concept of 
knowledge in planning curricula, indoctri
nation, rationality, self-determination, child
centred education and the elements of crea
tivity and culture in schooling. 

205. EDUCATION AND SCHOOLING, 
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don; Methuen & Co Ltd, 1975. 211 pp. 
£ 4.20; £ 2.10 (paperback). 

The author begins by discussing the distinc
tions between education and schooling and 
goes on to examine how, over the centuries, 
' learning ' has become the receipt of ins
truction from teachers. From this point 
he looks at lifelong learning and a theory 
which treats the learner as the controlling 
agent in a netwOJ k of educational resources. 
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J.J. Dumont and Dr. H. Cammaer. 
Haarlem: Uitgeverij de Toorts, 1972. 
232 pp. 

A collection of articles on child and youth 
development written by Dutch psychologists 
and careers officers. The book, aimed at 
parents and educators, is divided into two 
sections. The first part deals with the three 
developmental stages in the child, i.e. pre
school baby and child, schoolchild and ado
lescent. The second part discusses the indi
vidual's learning process, choice of career 
and place in society. 
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PROCES. (NL) Man in the educational 
process by Dr. J.A.A. Verlinden for 
the Ministerie van Onderwijs en Weten
schappen. The Hague : Staatsuitve
rij, 1973. 51 pp. 

A collection of articles discussing various 
aspects of education in Europe. Contri
butions are included from the United King
dom, Austria, Federal Republic of Germany, 
Luxembourg and The Netherlands on topics 
such as life-long education, arts and science 
subjects and teaching methods. 

208. EDUCATION IN THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITY (Communication from 
the Commission to the Council, pre
sented on 11 March 1974). (UK) Bulle
tin of the European Communities, Sup
plement 3/74. 21 pp. Available from 
HMSO, £0.12, 

The purpose of this paper is to elaborate ini
tial proposals for action in the field of edu
cation. It examines the scope and machine
ry for action; the mobility of students, tea
chers, research staff and educational and 
youth administrators the education of chil
dren of migrant workers. To achieve the 
goal of European Union the Commission 
identifies three important areas for action; 
the improved learning of foreign languages, 
the study of Europe, and collaboration bet
ween institutions of higher education. Also 
included ate draft resolutions for coopera
tion in the field of education and for setting 
up a European Committee for Educational 
Cooperation. 

209. THE EDUCATIONAL SITUATION 
IN OECD COUNTRIES. A RE

VIEW OF TRENDS AND PRIORITY 
ISSUES FOR POLICY. (UK) Paris: 
OECD, 1974. 68 pp. £ 0.90. 

This analysis of the educational situation in 
OECD member countries is presented from 
three aspects. The first examines the growth 
in student enrolments and the problem of 
teacher supply. The second discusses the 
costs of education and the thitd analyses the 
changes which have taken place in educa
tional structures and in the quality of edu
cation. 

210. L'ORIENTATION SCOLAIRE ET 
PROFESSTONNELLE EN BELGI
QUE, (B) by R . Pasquasy and R. Siron. 
Bruxelles: Editest, 1972. 128 pp. 

A brief history of vocational guidance in 
Belgium between 1912 and 1957 precedes an 
account of the legislation governing the pre
sent service and the Belgian army's use of 
psychological tests to match a person's edu
cational, physical and mental qualities with 
a job. Methods used in vocational guidance 
are described, iucluding psychological, edu
cational and projective tests. The training 
of psychologists is also examined. 

211. BERUFLICHE BILDUNG. (D) Vo
cational training, by Peter Pulte and 
Karl Heinz Vorbri.icken. Opladen: 
Heggen-Verlag, 1974. 344 pp. 

This is the most recent contribution to the 
discussion on the German plan for refor
ming vocational education. Views are here 
expressed by various political parties as well 
as the German Trades Union Congress 
(DGB) and chambers for industry and com
merce . Attempts are made to find solutions 
to problems such as coordination between 
vocational education establishments and 
companies, the organization of teaching ma
terial for various training courses and adult 
retraining. 



212. FORDERUNGEN DES DEUTS
CHEN GEWERKSCHAFTSBUN
DES ZUR BILDUNGSPOLITIK, 
BERUFLICHEN BILDUNG, HOCH
SCHULREFORM. (D) Requirements 
related to educational policy, voca
tional training and a reform of higher 
education. DUsseldorf: Deutscher Ge
werkschaftsbund, 1973. 48 pp. 

This booklet, published by the German 
Trades Union Congress (DGB), contains prin
ciples of educational policy advocated by 
the trade unions, and suggestions for the 
reorganization of the entire German edu
cation system. Details of the German vo
cational training system are given as well as 
others in Europe. The last section sets out 
the DGB's proposals for a reform of higher 
education. 

213. REFERATE UND BERICHTE DER 
BILDUNGSPOLITISCHEN KON
FERENZ '73 DES DGB. (D) The 
1973 German Trades Union Congress 
on educational policy. DUsseldorf: 
Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund, 1974. 
89 pp. (DGB Gewerkschaftliche Bil
dungspolitik). 

A full account of papers presented at the 
conference on educational policy held by the 
German Trades Union Congress (DGB) 
from 6 to 8 November 1973 in Essen. Dele
gates attending the conference included the 
Minister of Education, Trade union leaders 
and university staff. The main topic for dis
cussion was the DGB proposal to reform 
the educational system. 

214. PARTEIEN UND DGB ZUR BE
RUFSBILDUNG. (D) Vocational edu
cation -comments by political parties 
and the German TUC, by Ansgar Pie
per. Cologne: Deutscher Instituts
Verlag GmbH, 1974. 73 pp. (Beitrage 
10: Institut der Deutschen Wirtschaft). 

A synopsis of the vocational education pro
grammes set up by the political parties in the 
Federal Republic of Germany. Varying 
political opinions are stated about the re
lationship between training establishments 
and companies, the financing of vocational 
training and intercompany training centres. 
Constructive criticism of the programmes is 
offered by the trade unions. 

215. EMPFEHLUNGEN DER BILD
UNGSKOMMISSION: ASPEKTE 
FUR DIE PLANUNG DER BILD
UNGSFORSCHUNG .(D) Recom
mendations from the Education Com
mittee: aspects of planning educational 
research. Bonn: Bundesdruckerei, 
1974. 165 pp. 

An account of the 37th meeting of the Edu
cation Committee of the German Council 
for Education (Deutscher Bildungsrat). As
pects of educational research in the Bund 
and in the Lander are discussed. Statistical 
tables and a directory of committee members 
are included. 

216. STUDIEN UND BERUFSWAHL 
(D). Choice of study and occupation. 
Bund-Uinder-Kommission fiir Bild
ungsplanung und Bundesanstalt fiir 
Ar beit. Bad Honnef Verlag Karl 
Heinrich Bock. 1974. 400 pp. 

This book contains general information 
about studies at universities and technical 
colleges in the Federal Republic of Germany 
and gives career possibilities for graduates. 
Individual courses of study are described. 
Colleges are listed according to their geo
graphical location. The book also contains 
a glossary for quick reference. 

217. ONDERWIJSTHEMA'S. 2 INTE-
GRATIE KLEUTERSCHOOLBASIS
SCHOOL. 2A: De tekst van de uit
zending. 2B: Literatuurlijst. 2C: De 
kleuterschool en het aanvankelijk ba
sisonderwijs. 2D: Experimenten kleu
ter en basisonderwijs. (NL) Themes in 
Education. Integration of nursery and 
primary education. 2A: The text of 
the broadcast. 2B: Reading list. 2C: 
Nursery schools and primary schools. 
2D: Experiments. Hilversum: Katho
lieke Radio Omroep, Afd. School 
radio, 1973, 26 pp. 

Four booklets to accompany a radio pro
gramme on the amalgamation of nursery and 
primary schooling in The Netherlands. The 
broadcast, of which a complete text is given, 
is in the- form of a discussion, involving 
various specialists in the education field. The 
reading list contains 23 suggestions of lit
erature related to the two forms of education. 
A historical background to the new system 
is also given. 

218. STUDEREN AAN UNIVERSITEIT 
OF HOGESCHOOL. (NL) To study 
at university or college of technology 
by P. E. Spijkerman for the Ministerie 
van Onderwijs en Wetenschappen. 
The Hague: Staatsuitgeverij, 1974. 
16 pp. 

A guide to higher education in the Nether
lands which paints an overall picture of 
available subjects and the universities at 
which they can be studied. Regulations 
covering admission are included. 

219. FINANCIELE STUDIEGIDS 1974: 
WETENSCHAPPELIJK ONDER
WIJS, HOGER BEROEPSONDER
WIJS. (NL) Financial guide to study 
1974: higher and secondary education. 
and higher vocational education, by 
Drs.R. Gilijamse. Arnhem: S. Gouda 
Quint/D, Brouwer en Zoon, 1974. 
69 pp. 

An informative booklet for parents and 
prospective students about the finance of 
higher studies in the Netherlands. Topics 
cover fees for higher education, children's 
study allowance, tax relief and government 
grants. 

220. HET EINDEXAMEN L.T.O. 1972. 
(NL) L.T.O. examination papers 1972, 
by the Ministerie van Onderwijs en 
Wetenschappen. The Hague: Staats
uitgeverij, 1973. 132 pp. 

A collection of the 1972 examination papers 
for the qualification of Lager Technisch On
derwijs (L.T.O.) which is the first level in 
technical education in the Netherlands. 
The subjects covered are Du.ch, English, 
Mathematics, Physics and Mechanical En
gineering. 

221. HET SCHOOLONDERZOEK H.A.
V.O. EN M.A.V.O. 1970/1971. 1. 
ALGEMEEN GEDEELTE. (NL) In
vestigation into h.a.v.o. and m.a.v.o. 
education 1970/71, by the Ministerie 
van Onderwijs en Wetenschappen. 
The Hague: Staatsuitgeverij, 1973. 
182 pp. 

These are the results of the firsc part of a 
series of investigations into new educational 
methods used in 36 h.a.v.o. (higher secon
dary) and 27 m.a.v.o. (lower secondary) 
schools in The Netherlands. Syllabuses and 
curricula are examined together with ab
senteeism, examinations and teachers' at
titudes to the new system. 

222. DE MAMMOET-EXPERIMENTEN 
V.W.O., H.A.V.O., M.A.V.O. (NL) 
Results from the v.w.o., h.a.v.o., 
m.a.v.o. education experiments, by the 
Commission for v.w.o., h.a.v.o. and 
m.a.v.o., Ministerie van Onderwijs en 
Wetenschappen. The Hague: Staats
uitgeverij, 1974. 196 pp. 

The results of experiments involving the ap
plication of principles laid down in the Mam
moetwet (mammoth-law) in the Netherlands 
between 1964 - 1973 are given here. Mam
moth-education, (lower and higher secon
dary education) stresses the student's need as 
an individual and as a member of a group. 
Special attention is given to the study of so
cial science subjects and music. Advan
tages and disadvantages of the new system 
are summarized and suggestions made for 
future reforms. 

223. MEER DAN OPSTELLEN. (NL) An 
alternative to rhe traditional exam, by 
the v.w.o., h.a.v.o., m.a.v.o. commis
sion, Ministerie van Onderwijs en We
tenschappen. The Hague: Staatsuit
geverij, 1974. 77 pp. 

Report of a series of educational experiments 
carried out in 15 Dutch secondary schools 
between 1970 and 1973. The hypothesis was 
made that pupils would do better if their ex
aminations were of the 'open book exam' 
type (stelopdracht b-2). The report de
scribes the experimental methods and dis
cusses advantages and disadvantages of the 
new system. 
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224. PARTICJPATIE-ONDERWIJS IN 
OPBOUW. (NL) Education for social 
participation, by Drs. Theo Jonker
gouw. Alphen aan den Rijn: Sam
som Uitgeverij, 1973. 201 pp. 

The lack of educational facilities for young 
workers in The Netherlands has been a topic 
of lengthy discussions during the past couple 
of years. This has resulted in the establish
ment of regional vocational education cen
tres (streekcentra) whose main objective is 
to encourage the individual's parficipation 
in society. This form of education is dealt 
with from an historical and futuristic point 
of view. 

225. DE WERELD DER BEROEPEN. 
(NL) The world of professions by Prof. 
Dr. S. Wiegersma and P.J. van Bo
chove Haarlem: Uitgeverij de Toorts, 
1970. 337 pp. 

This book gives a good description of Dutch 
professions which are open to all young 
people from varying educational back
grounds. The occupations are divided into 
three groups: man versus nature (e.g. far
ming, forestry), trade and industry (e.g. 
construction, clothing) and man in society 
(e.g. teaching, medicine). 

226. BEROEPENVOORLICHTING IN 
NEDERLAND. RAPPORT VAN 
DE RAAD VOOR DE BEROEPS
KEUZEVOORLTCHT1NG. (NL) Vo
cational and career guidance in The 
Netherlands. The Hague: Ministerie 
van Sociale Zaken 1971. 106 pp. 

The Dutch Careers Advisory Board, which 
is a division of the Ministry of Social Affairs, 
has published a vast survey of the present 
situation of career guidance in The Nether
lands. The supply and demand of career 
officers as well as their training is discussed. 
One chapter is devoted entirely to the va
rious forms of education (primary, secon
dary, etc.) and their respective tasks as re
lated to career guidance. 

227. NIEUWE GIDS VOOR SCHOOL 
EN BEROEP 1973-74. (NL) Guide 
for school and occupation, by A. 
Maisters. Haarlem: Uitgeverij de 
Toorts. 1973. 400 pp. 

This is an extensive guide for pupils, school
leavers and students in The Netherlands to 
help them in their search for suitable careers. 
It describes the education and training re
quirements for most occupations, including 
some recently established ones, such as 
marketing assistant. 

228. 
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BERUFSBERATUNG UND BE
RUFSBILDUNG /'ORIENTATION 
ET FORMATION PROFESSION
NELLES 3/4, April 1974. (D.F) Vo
cational guidance and vocational train
ing. ZUrich: Zentralsekretariat des 
Schweizerischen Verbandes fUr Be
rufsberatung, 1974. pp 53-120. 

This bi-monthly journal, published by the 
Swiss Association for Vocational Guidance, 
contains five articles on the reform of lower 
secondary education in German-speaking 
Switzerland, trends in higher education and 
vocational guidance. News items and a 
bibliography are also included. 

229. BERUFSWAHLBUCH: BERUFE 
UND STUDIEN FUR DIE MANN
LICHE JUGEND. (D). Careers and 
courses of study for young men by 
Ferdinand Bohny. Aarau: Verlag 
Sauerlander. 1974. 272 pp. 

This book is designed for parents, young 
people and careers guidance officers in 
Switzerland. It lists individual occupations, 
the duration of apprenticeships, courses of 
study, admission requirements and promo
tion prospec,s. 

A list of the addresses of Swiss careers guid
ance centres is also included. 

230. COMPARABILITY OF STAN-
DARDSBETWEEN SUBJECTS (UK) 
by D.L. Nuttall, J.K. Backhouse and 
A.S. Wilmott. London Evans/Me
thuen Educational, 1974. 112 pp. 
£ 1.30. (Schools Council Examina
tions Bulletin 29). 

This report is based on data collected f1om 
The 1968 CSE Monitoring Experiment 
(Schools Council Working Paper 34) which 
compared standards between different boards 
in a number of subjects in CSE and GCE 0-
level examinations. 

It describes methodological studies in the 
comparison of standards between different 
subjects and the question of sex differences 
in examination performance in summer 
1968. The evidence presented leads to the 
conclusion that there are differences between 
mean grades awarded in different subjects 
which cannot be explained in terms of dif
ferences in the calibre of candidates and 
which are therefore due to differences in the 
grading standards employed in different 
subjects. 

231. MANY ARTS, MANY SKILLS. 
THE POLYTECHNIC POLICY, 
AND REQUIREMENTS FOR ITS 
FULFILMENT. (UK) London: A 
statement by the Committee of Direc
tors of Polytechnics. 1974. 32pp. 
Free. 

This statement outlines the role of poly
technics as described in government papers 
and lists the characteristics of polytechnic 
education: its comprehensiveness, its close 
relationship with industry, commerce and 
the professions, its commitment to national 
and regional responsibilities, its emphasis 
on the professional teaching of practical arts 
and skills. The Committee's requirements 
for supporting and fulfilling the polytechnic 
policy include support from government 
equal to that receiving by universities; man-

datory maintenance grants for students tak
ing qualifications other than a degree; the 
development of staff characteristic of poly
technics; a more equitable provision of re
sources for universities and polytechnics; a 
simpler structure for the administration and 
control of polytechnics; a closer relationship 
at policy-making level between polytechnics 
and their local moderators. 

232. DEVELOPMENTS IN TECHNI
CIAN EDUCATION (TEC). (UK) 
Study conferences 74/24 A & B. 
Coombe Lodge Report Vol 7 No 3. 
Bristol: Further Education Staff Col
lege, Coombe Lodge, 1974. 176 pp. 
£ 1.00; £0.60 (subscribers to the Re
port Service). 

In June 1974, two conferences were held at 
Coombe Lodge to discuss the Technician 
Education Council's policy statement. This 
report of the conferences reveals the broad 
principles of the organization of technician 
courses, TEC developments and discussion 
of various aspects of the policy statement, 
the steps to be taken in colleges and the re
sources needed to seem e the successful im
plementation of the policy. 

233. A YEAR BETWEEN SCHOOL AND 
UNIVERSITY, (UK) by Lea Orr. 
Windsor: National Foundation for 
Educational Research Publishing Co 
Ltd, 1974. 59 pp. £ 1.50. 

The purpose of this study into delayed entry 
to university was to identify the reasons of 
those delaying entry and to assess their sub
sequent performance as undergraduates. 
A sample of 27 000 sixth formers was used 
to obtain statistics which show that, when 
compared to direct entrants, those who de
layed their university entry were more likely 
to graduate and perform better at university 
than those who spent the interim year trying 
to improve A- level results. Student's views 
on having a break between school and high
er education were favourable and common
ly held that an intermediate year had enabled 
them to see the relevance of their intended 
course of study, to reconsider their career 
choice and to adapt better to university life. 

234. SCHOLARSHIPS GUIDE OR COM
MONWEALTH POSTGRADUATE 
STUDENTS (UK) 1975-77. 2nd ed. 
London: The Association of Common
wealth Universities, 1974. 310 pp. 
£ 2.50. 

A list of scholarships, grants, assistantships 
and other forms of financial assistance open 
to graduates of Commonwealth universities 
who wish to undertake postgraduate study 
or research at a Commonwealth university 
outside their own country. Details are also 
given in an appendix of scholarships and 
fellowships that are tenable at certain non
university institutions within the Common
wealth. Entries are arranged according to 
country of tenure, 
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